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DELHI GOVT OFFICIALS SAY THEY ARE NOT GETTING ENOUGH TIME
TO SETTLE DOWN, WORK ON PROJECTS HIT DUE TO RESHUFFLING

› P03

GOVT GIVES
NOD FOR MICRO
BREWERIES IN
PUBS, HOTELS

A tale of smoke, stink in Ghazipur
DUMPYARD Methane from decaying garbage, smoke from open burning of waste affect health

GHAZIPUR GAS CHAMBER
Burning of hazardous wastes like plastic, polythene bags in
the landﬁll release toxic fumes in the atmosphere
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NEW DELHI: Mohammad Sarfaraz

lives a few hundred metres from
a stench emanating mountain
of garbage. Twenty five-yearold Sarfaraz has been hearing
tales of a promised transformation for sometime but his
wait for a better day, where he
gets clean air to breathe in his
Ghazipur home, seems neverending.
“The site has already
exhausted its capacity. The
whole area will develop if
this is transfor med into a
green space. Our lives will be
better. The real estate scenario
will also look up. Who wants
to stay near a stinking dump?
And with fumes rising from
waste being burnt, it is more
dangerous for people like us,”
said Sarfaraz, a resident of
Ghazipur Gaon.
Anumita Roychowdhury,
executive director for research
a n d a dvo c a cy, C e n t re fo r
Science and Environment,
told Hindustan Times that
local exposure to toxic gases
that come out because of open
burning of waste releases particulate matter and toxins that
are extremely harmful.
“The methane generated at
the land fill site is flammable.
At times, these burn up and
generate smoke. You can use
it for power generation through
a waste to energ y plant,”
Roychowdhury said.
YS Mann, spokesperson
of the East Delhi Municipal
Corporation, echoed
Roychowdhury. “This methane production is not due to
garbage burning. It is a common phenomenon at landfill
sites. The garbage at these
sites is around 5-25 years old
and as it decomposes various
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THE WAY FORWARD FOR GHAZIPUR
RECLAIMATION: Excavate and get the plastic and construction &
demolition waste out, which will leave just 50 per cent of inert
waste. This remaining mud inert can be used for road widening
projects. The site can be reused.
CONVERSION: Convert the site into a green space. There are already
19 such green spaces in Delhi like Mukarba Chowk, Uttam Nagar,
Timarpur and Kailash Nagar, among others.
■

The Ghazipur sanitary landfill site still continues to cater to the entire waste load of East Delhi and is a menace.

greenhouse gas comes out,”
Mann said.
“We have already taken up 10
acres of land for a landfill closure and gas capturing project
on a trial basis with GAIL. This
area has been covered with a
green layer and 20-odd pipes
are sucking out the gas trapped
inside at the rate of 150-200
cubic meters per hour. Out of
the gases sucked out, 25 per
cent is methane,” he said.
Residents, however, want
more proactive action to be
taken against this 70-acre
dump, which can easily beat
any 10-storey building in terms
of height. “The Ghazipur sanitary landfill site still continues
to cater to the entire waste load
of East Delhi and is a menace
for people living in the vicinity,” BS Vohra of the East Delhi
Resident Welfare Associations
Joint Front said.
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NEW DELHI: The Delhi govern-

ment has come up with a bunch
of guidelines to curb pollution
from construction sites, which
includes keeping the ground at
construction sites wet and covering vehicles that carry construction material.
According to Delhi environment department sources,
around 7-8% of the total pollution in the city was due to
construction sites. The department has issued a notice to 172
companies in this regard a few
months ago too.
Government officials had
then stated that they couldn’t
take further action due to the

lack of proper guidelines.
Now the environment department has circulated a stepwise
guideline and if construction
companies violate them, action
will be taken.
“We have asked them to cover
the trucks that carry construction material. Also the construction site should be properly
covered. To let the dust settle,
they have been asked to keep the
ground wet. Also the construction workers must wear protective gear,” said an environment
department official.
The construction companies
have also been asked to submit
reports on the current status of
construction and steps being
taken by them to comply with
the ministry of environment

and forests guidelines, 2010, on
prevention of dust and garbage
accumulation on their construction sites.
“It has been found that companies obtain prior environmental permission but fail to get the
mandatory consent to operate
from the Delhi Pollution Control
Committee. Environment minister Asim Ahmed Khan has also
directed the officials to submit
a report on steps that could be
taken to reduce air pollution
caused by open construction
activity in the city,” the official
added.
The department is also taking
up the matter with the PWD and
other concerned departments
to draw up a joint comprehensive plan comprising of aware-

ness programmes and punitive
measures to check the growing
sources of air pollution due to
construction activities.
The official, however, said
that most construction works
were taking place in NCR
and the Central government
needed to come up with a policy
to reduce pollution there because
it affected residents of Delhi too.
The DPCC is responsible
for checking emission of dust
from construction activities
at sites having more than
20,000 square metres built up
area. For construction on the
sites for the built up area less
than 20,000 square metres,
municipal corporations are
responsible to keep the pollution under check.
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Clean Hindon to
clean Yamuna
NEW DELHI: Water experts on
Thursday brainstormed at the
Hindon Yamuna Ganga Panchayat
to figure out ways to clean up the
Hindon, Yamuna and Ganga rivers.
The panchayat was organised
by the Jal Jan Jodo Campaign to
make Hindon pollution-free.
Uttar Pradesh public works,
irrigation and water resources
minister Shivpal Singh Yadav said
officials were looking at treating
waste water from urban areas for
use in irrigation or for industrial
purposes. Experts also said before
cleaning the Yamuna and Ganga,
there was a need to take care of the
Hindon — which culminates with
the Yamuna at Sector 2, Manuthan,
Noida and Ghaziabad.
HTC

on Thursday approved a proposal
to allow Delhi restaurants to set
up micro breweries in the city.
The decision to allow micro
breweries in the city is part of
the excise policy approved by the
government in a cabinet meeting
chaired by Delhi chief minister
Arvind Kejriwal for the current
financial year.
According to a senior Delhi government official, restaurants and
hotels can now apply for a license
for micro breweries. “The government has decided that microbreweries will now be allowed to function at hotels and restaurants who
apply for licences to this effect.
This will ensure Delhiites are able
to enjoy freshly brewed beer in
different flavours, as is available
in other places like Gurgaon and
Bengaluru,” said a Delhi government spokesperson.
The excise department has
framed rules and regulations,
which will act as the eligibility
criteria for such pubs, like the
minimum space required and
the volume of beer which can be
produced. Micro breweries are
small breweries, typically in pubs,
that sell self-brewed beer and cater
to niche tastes. HT had reported
on June 6 about the micro brewery
proposal.
The Delhi government has also
decided that excise duty will be
collected from the wholesale
licence of liquor at import level
itself. This means that excise duty
on liquor will be received much
before it enters Delhi.
The rate of excise duty has not
been raised.
END OF LICENSE RAJ
Delhi government has constituted a two member committee headed principal secretary
SN Sahai to review the license
requirement by various agencies. The aim of the move is end
the license Raj and unnecessary
harassment caused to business
operators.
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